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Furiozo is an amazingly bizarre and absurd

solo comedy clown which depicts the theme

of toxic masculinity. It is a satire and a

parodic portrayal of the many toxic

behaviors present in our modern culture.

Who is Furiozo? 

 The character, Furiozo, is a hooligan who we

met while he is pursuing his daily activities-

petty theft, police pursuits, and having fun in

the clubs. On one hand he is the

personification of a typical bloke from your

neighborhood, on the other hand, he is a

beast, full of primal energy that frightens but

also seduces the audience. 

It is a contemporary clown show, without

words, allowing the audience to form their

own opinion of who Furiozo is. The show

contains a lot of audience interaction

which allow the participants to feel included

in the story, and to be a part of the

completely absurd moments. When a woman

appears in Furiozo's life - Angela, the

audience discovers something human in the

main character of the beast.

https://piotrsikora.wixsite.com
/furiozo



 The spectacle in a satirical way portrays many aspects of toxic masculinity,

and at the same time awakens a longing for free, untamed energy and helps

the audience to connect with their own. I created this show because I have

not often seen shows depicting this difficult theme and have not found many

comedy shows played by men that reflect on the subject of masculinity -

both toxic and positive. I would like to change this. 

"Brilliant, funny and smart. A spectacular

breath of fresh air. Piotr is a brilliant

performer who feels the audience 100%. I

had a great time and recommend it to

anyone who wants to have fun and see

something special!"

"Great, Furiozo gets into a free and

intelligent fun with the audience taking us

out of our comfort zone. It can terrify,

amuse and move"

"Furiozo threatens, entertains, draws you

into trouble, seduces with tenderness and

romance"

By Piotr Sikora



https://piotrsikora.wixsite.com
/furiozo

Trailer presenting the energy of the show:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4EDC0jskLuk&t=4s

Trailer made of excerpts from the show:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oqqsGej5nxE

I devised a show in Poland in Warsaw

Comedy clubs, and got good audience

reviews. I also performed in Berlin during

the 1st International Clown Festival with very

positive feedback. I plan to perform the

show in London a couple of times before

August, I will update you with the dates

when I will know them.

Length: 60 minutes

stage: 2x2 meters, standard lights, access to

music

tech: if available that's great, I can provide

my own. 

minimum age: 16 +



psikora1@gmail.com

+48512390011

about creator;

Polish improviser and comedian known from the Warsaw theater

Klancyk (the oldest polish improv team) and Hofesinka, associated

with Klub Komediowy (first and most famous comedy club in Poland)

and Resort Komedii. Lecturer of improvisation theater at the Open

University Of the University of Warsaw.

He received the Emerging Artist Scholarship from the international

center"Celebration Barn" in Maine USA.

Piotr studied the clown with the masters of this art: in the USA (Avner

Eisenberg), France (Philippe Gaulier) England (Aitor Basauri) and in

Italy (Paola Coletto, Matteo Destro).


